CLISC 16/11/2022 Report to CSG

- We are invited to ask relevant people to give feedback for the University Digital Strategy [link](#).
- Re College Information Strategy: it is paused (and the previously circulated draft with the feedback we gave, may be re-written) until the new head of IT (Fiona Vines) takes the role (start of 2023). She was actually present at the meeting, but as an observer.
- We will get guidelines later about updating our submissions to College of our School’s strategy.
- There was a paper by Geosciences on HPC “strategy”. It was suggested to include some more concrete aspects in the College Strategy. My understanding is that some of the observations were specific to their School (I believe we already do some of these). Few things mentioned: suggestion to report carbon footprint of papers; tracking and valuing the income from compute and developers; tech support for students and researchers to use the resources (with some vague suggestion to hire “help desk” for HPC access, but it wasn’t clear what exactly is to be expected and what is already offered).
- Discussed an update on P&M (with a quite heated debate, recognising that the person presenting was not the main responsible)
- Updates from CPAG: network update there are still no dates for phases 2&3 and it will be well in 2023; update on new tool “make me admin”, if I understood correctly, Schools will make announcements and set their time-scales; MFA will be rolled out (1st quarter of 2023, students first then staff at Feb/March).